Jump.trade sells out Meta Cricket Leagues’ 55,000 NFTs in 25,000 Packs in the record 9
Minutes!
This sets one of Asia’s largest-ever drop records in the volume and total time to sell off with
traffic of over 1 million wanting to claim NFTs during the live drop.

India, April 25 2022: Jump.trade, the international gaming NFT marketplace introduced by
GuardianLink, sold out 55,000 Meta Cricket League (MCL) NFTs within 9 minutes when the Cricket
NFTs drop went live at 5 PM on Friday, April 22, 2022. The first NFT which prompts GuardianLink’s
foray into the AI-Powered Metaverse game witnessed unprecedented traffic of a million+ enthusiasts
during the live drop time wanting to claim the NFT.
Meta Cricket League is a new Play-To-Earn game that is driven by NFTs and A.I. and allows players to
earn cash prizes and other rewards by climbing leader boards through grinding or challenging other
players.
Priced at US$ 25 each, The Super Loot has NFTs were designed for rarity and uniqueness across
multiple algorithmically designed drop packs: Metaverse Cricket Team Players NFT and Authenticated
Signed Digital NFTs of Legends.
Using the NFTs, players can engage in monetizing their gameplay and unlocking incentives as well as
real-world utility for their digital assets. They can collect playable authenticated and signed collectibles
of legends, upgrade NFTs to improve in-game performance, and increase value appreciation in the
marketplace or rent their NFTs to other players. Each NFT was ERC 721 and holds a unique smart
learning system powered by game A.I. layer and was minted on zero gas fee Layer 2 of GuardianLink
with the ability to work across cross-bridge networks of the polygon, Ethereum, avalanche, and Solano.
Commenting on the record sell-out, Kameshwaran Elangovan, Co-Founder & COO of GuardianLink
said, “We have received an overwhelming response from both the gaming and cricket community. The
pre-booking activity has also witnessed phenomenal interest, just like our previous NFT drops. We
expect the Zero Gas Fees and the world’s first cricket NFT to revolutionize the amalgamation of offline
games with web3.0. Our Layer 2 enhances transaction speed and enables interoperable blockchain
protocol. Hence, we expect great market participation for the current and future NFTs.”
Jump.trade, a GuardianLink brand, will also soon be launching exclusive collectible NFTs for Chelsea
fans presented by Chelsea's leading UK collector. The collectibles will feature tickets, matchday
programs, menus, and signed postcards/photographs spreading across the entire stretch of the club's
history dating from 1905 to the recent past, presenting the collectors with a treasure trove of the
club's legacy.
The collection is brought in conjunction with the A-Star Foundation, a London-based charity that
promotes the positive progression of young people to industry professionals and mentors by
delivering dynamic programs and initiatives that provide opportunities to enrich and educate and also
eradicate gun/knife crime and all other anti-social behavior.
ABOUT GUARDIANLINK.IO & JUMP.TRADE
GuardianLink.io is a pioneer and innovator of NFT Technologies with its roots embedded in the
Blockchain world since 2016. It is the inventor of Anti. Rip and Wallet.Cipher technologies for the NFT
world have developed one of the first frameworks of Legitimacy protocol for the NFT ecosystem with
zero gas fee Layer 2 framework that has bridges to the multitude of blockchains for cross-play of games
and traceability. GuardianLink.io’s deep base of over 350+ product avengers and NFT artists provides

global execution capabilities for deploying the NFT Auction platform and Exchange Framework. With
global brands and exchanges running on the GuardianLink.io platform, it has a proven track record of
scalability, accessibility, and extensibility. Jump.trade is a new A.I. powered NFT marketplace launched
by GuardianLink which embeds unique functionality to support NFT Auction, Trade, Rent, Swap, Stake,
and Cross-Chain Mint features. The platform will feature NFTs of international brands and celebrities
as well as gaming.

